
    

    

Easter LilyEaster LilyEaster LilyEaster Lily        

Purchase FormPurchase FormPurchase FormPurchase Form    
 

Your Name:Your Name:Your Name:Your Name: ____________________________________ 
 

Designation:Designation:Designation:Designation: (Examples include: 
 in loving memory of ______________; 
in thanksgiving for ________________; 
or, in prayers for ____________; etc.) 

*
    

6” Pot6” Pot6” Pot6” Pot    
@ $10@ $10@ $10@ $10    

* 

8” Pot8” Pot8” Pot8” Pot    
@ $20@ $20@ $20@ $20    

    
Total Total Total Total     

$$$$$$$$    

    
1.1.1.1.    
    
    

   

    
2.2.2.2.    
    
    

   

    
3.3.3.3.    
    
    

   

 

* The Flower Guild may ask to “convert” the 6” pots to 8” pots  

or visa versa for decorative placement of the Lilies.  You will be 
contacted for your approval should this be necessary, (such as  
(2) 6” pots @ $10 each VS. (1) 8” pot @ $20 each; same total of $20).  
Linda Neal will need to know if this is done in order to print the Linda Neal will need to know if this is done in order to print the Linda Neal will need to know if this is done in order to print the Linda Neal will need to know if this is done in order to print the 
“Memorials” accordingly.“Memorials” accordingly.“Memorials” accordingly.“Memorials” accordingly.    
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